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A low-energy hydrogen bombardment method, without using any chemical additives, has been designed for fine tuning both physical and chemical properties of molecular thin films through selectively cleaving C–H bonds and keeping other bonds intact. In the hydrogen bombardment process,
carbon radicals are generated during collisions between C–H bonds and hydrogen molecules carrying
∼10 eV kinetic energy. These carbon radicals induce cross-linking of neighboring molecular chains.
In this work, we focus on the effect of hydrogen bombardment on dotriacontane (C32 H66 ) thin films
as growing on native SiO2 surfaces. After the hydrogen bombardment, XPS results indirectly explain that cross-linking has occurred among C32 H66 molecules, where the major chemical elements
have been preserved even though the bombarded thin film is washed by organic solution such as
hexane. AFM results show the height of the perpendicular phase in the thin film decreases due to
the bombardment. Intriguingly, Young’s modulus of the bombarded thin films can be increased up to
∼6.5 GPa, about five times of elasticity of the virgin films. The surface roughness of the thin films
can be kept as smooth as the virgin film surface after thorough bombardment. Therefore, the hydrogen bombardment method shows a great potential in the modification of morphological, mechanical,
and tribological properties of organic thin films for a broad range of applications, especially in an
aggressive environment. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3554430]
I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a remarkable growth of applications
of organic thin films over the past years, such as wetting
control,1 biotechnology,2 organic electronics,3, 4 optics and
photonics,5, 6 data storage,7, 8 and chemical sensors.9, 10 These
applications need novel surface techniques to modify physical and/or chemical properties of thin films to meet various requirements. Traditional approaches for molecular crosslinking on a surface are wet chemical processes that rely on
reactions of radicals and/or ions with organic molecules.11–15
In these processes, specific chemical additives are used to introduce reactive sites for cross-linking,12 and consequently
chemical disposal in general needs to be properly handled in
the post processes.
To lessen chemical usage and disposal, one promising
technique for surface modification has been invented using
mass-separated ion beam to modify solid surfaces.16 In this
study, we applied a newly developed process, a low-energy
hydrogen bombardment method, to modify the physical properties of organic thin films. This method precisely controls
charge-neutral hydrogen projectiles that carry ∼10 eV kinetic
energy to bombard thin films.
The principle of hydrogen bombardment is straightforward. According to the first-approximation of hard-sphere binary collision, when a projectile collides head-on with a target its energy can be most effectively transferred. The energy
transfer fraction can be determined by 4Mt M p /(Mt + M p )2
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(Refs. 17 and 18) as listed in Table I. Theoretically, the maximum energy transferred from a 10 eV hydrogen projectile
to a hydrogen atom of a molecular chain is 10 eV. From the
atomic point of view, the effective energy left after collision,
between the hydrogen projectile and the H atom, can break a
C–H bond whose bond energy is 4.3 eV as listed in Table II.
However, if the 10 eV hydrogen projectile colloids with a
carbon atom of the molecular chain, the maximum energy
transferred is only 2.8 eV, which is not enough to break
a C–C bond with energy of 3.6 eV. The schematic illustration of the hydrogen bombardment process is depicted
in Fig. 1.
The hydrogen bombardment method enables modification of physical properties of films without using any chemical additives. Because of the use of the charge-neutral
hydrogen projectiles, this method largely alleviates the surface charging effect that is commonly found in conventional ion/plasma-based bombardments.19–22 In addition, this
technique owns the potential to avoid dielectric damage
on coatings especially in the applications of semiconductor
industry.23, 24
Dotriacontane C32 H66 is chosen as an example molecule
system for studying this bombardment method. First, n-alkane
molecules CH3 (CH2 )n CH3 have been recognized as main
ingredients of organic and biological molecules,25, 26 which
have led to a great amount of theoretical and experimental researches in polymer science and engineering.27–29 They are
also of industrial importance as lubricant additives in applications of adhesion, lubrication, and coatings.30 Furthermore,
since n-alkane molecules have linear molecular structure and
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TABLE I. Maximum energy transferred from projectiles to target atoms.
Atom–atom interaction

10 eV H → H

10 eV H → C

5 eV H → H

5 eV H → C

15 eV H → H

15 eV H→ C

Transferred energy (eV)

10

2.8

5

1.4

15

4.3

have only saturated C–C, they are good sample molecules for
characterizing our hydrogen bombardment process.
In addition, we have learned in literature that dotriacontane molecules as growing on SiO2 can either perpendicularly
stand up or lay down in parallel.31 They represent two phases
of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) with different molecular orientations: 0◦ and 90◦ . It has been known that alkanethiol
monolayers, as growing on gold substrates, tilt with a certain
angle in the range of 0◦ –90◦ depending on the chain lengths.32
Therefore, the two-phase nature of doctriacontane itself is attractive enough as a good candidate for research of SAMs as
well, especially the mechanical properties.
Two characterization tools are used: x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
XPS was first used to determine chemical content, i.e., carbon
in this study. AFM was used as the major nanoscopic tool
to interpret the physical effects of the low-energy hydrogen
bombardment on the C32 H66 thin films, i.e., morphological
and mechanical properties at the nanoscale. Both contact
and tapping AFM modes are generally applied to study thin
layers from different aspects.33–36 In this paper torsional
harmonic37, 38 and force modulation39 AFM modes were
employed to characterize the mechanical strength of the
dotriacontane thin films, before and after the hydrogen
bombardment.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHOD

The final beam energy was controlled at ∼10 eV and the full
width at half maximum of the energy distribution of hydrogen
molecules was less than 0.6 eV. The fluence was varied from
1 × 1016 to 1 × 1018 cm−2 with the exposure times varying
from 5 to 700 s, and other parameters of bombardment were
kept same.
The morphology and mechanical properties of the monolayers were investigated in a commercially Dimension V with
Nanoscope V controller from Veeco Inc., which was equipped
with a quadrant photodetector for detecting the cantilever
deflection.42, 43 All AFM experiments were performed in an
ambient environment. Rectangular silicon cantilevers from
Nanoscience Instruments with nominal spring constant 0.03
and 3.0 N/m were used in contact mode for height measurements and tapping mode for roughness measurements, respectively. A diamond-coated cantilever with calibrated tip radius
of 52 nm and spring constant of 0.23 N/m from Nanoscience
Instruments was used in force modulation. The cantilever
used in torsional harmonic has a T-shaped tip and the tip radius is 8 nm as calibrated by the blunt method in SPIP software (Image Metrology); and its spring constant of 2.76 N/m
was calibrated by thermal fluctuation method.44 We calibrated
the Young’s modulus on polystyrene–low-density polyethylene (PS–LDPE) calibration sample (Veeco, Inc.) before, during, and after experiments. There was no significant change in
the Young’s modulus for PS (∼2 GPa) and LDPE (∼0.1 GPa).
It has proved that our AFM experimental results are reliable
and consistent.

A 0.3 wt. % dotriacontane, CH3 (CH2 )30 CH3 , solution in
hexane was spin coated on to a silicon (100) wafer covered by
a native oxide layer. When the coating process was performed
on a spin coater at a rotational speed 5000 rpm for 1 min, this
concentration of doctriacontane solution can form “fractallike island” monolayer as shown in Fig. 3. We had carried out
topography and phase images at different sites on the samples and confirmed that under this condition there was only
one perpendicular monolayer growing above parallel layers.
This can also be concluded based on Figs. 6–8. Seven samples with different exposure times to hydrogen bombardment
were prepared for experiment. Total two runs of experiments
were carried for statistical analysis.
The low-energy hydrogen bombardment was performed
with a home-built and low-cost mass-separated low energy
ion beam system,16, 18, 40, 41 which delivers a hydrogen beam
to the target substrate in a high vacuum chamber. Hydrogen
gas with the purity of 99.8% was used in the bombardments.
TABLE II. Bond energy for typical chemical bonds.
Chemical bond
Bond energy (eV)

C–H

C–C

C=C (π bond)

4.3

3.6

2.7

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the mechanism of hydrogen bombardment
process for molecular cross-linking: generation of carbon radicals due to the
low-energy hydrogen bombardment, formation of cross-link among molecular chains, and change of the height of the thin film due to the molecular
cross-link.
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AFM results to further illustrate physical effects of the
hydrogen bombardment on morphological and mechanical
properties of the treated thin films.

B. Effect of bombardment on thin film height and
molecular density

FIG. 2. XPS survey spectra of (a) virgin C32 H66 monolayer; (b) the sample
measured after immersion in hexane for 5 min; (c) C32 H66 monolayer after 600 s bombardment; (d) the bombarded sample immersion in hexane for
5 min.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results

XPS spectra of thin films as prepared are displayed in
Fig. 2, which were used for determining whether the chemical
component retained after bombardment. The spectrum of
virgin thin films [Fig. 2(a)] shows virtual C 1s signal from
the C32 H66 and Si 2s, Si 2p, and O 1s signals detected from
the substrate. Without hydrogen bombardment, the thin films
are soluble in hexane after immersion for 5 min, which is
indicated by the significant reduction of the C 1s signal in
XPS spectrum as shown in Fig. 2(b). However, for the thin
films bombarded by a 10 eV hydrogen beam up to 600 s, no
visible change in C 1s signal can be found comparing XPS
spectrums before and after immersion in hexane as shown in
Figs. 2(c). Therefore, it is reasonable to point out the
occurrence of the cross-linking on the monolayers after
being bombarded for 600 s. Such cross-linking is the cause
that significantly enhances the insolubility of alkane thin
film in hexane. This indicates potential applications of this
technique for making organic thin films as coatings in severe
environment. In addition, the XPS result (C 1s signals) shows
that 10 eV hydrogen projectiles for bombardment cannot
break C–C bonds and cause no main chain scission on the
thin layers as mentioned before. So only breaking of C–H
bonds is involved in the present process. We will present

At the microscopic viewpoint of surface science, the
growth mechanism of n-alkane layers on SiO2 surface has
attracted increasing interest.27–29, 45–47 Both of theoretical
simulation47 and experimental measurements48, 49 confirmed
such a structural model: one or two layers of C32 H66 are
immediately adsorbed on the SiO2 surface with the long
axis of the molecule parallel to the interface; and then additional layers of molecules are standing upright with the
molecules’ long axis oriented perpendicularly and all-trans
length. As we mentioned before, these two phases, representing two cases of monolayer formation, need thorough
analysis.
Due to different interactions of parallel and perpendicular layers exerting on the AFM tip, the amplitude-modulation
tapping AFM mode measured “false step” heights of the alltrans and perpendicular monolayers formed on the SiO2 substrate. The previous study using contact AFM measured the
height of the all-trans conformation of the n-alkane molecular monolayer.48 Here we confirmed the result by also utilizing the contact AFM mode for measuring the height of virgin
C32 H66 perpendicular monolayer before and after bombardment.
Through appropriate sample preparation, i.e., 0.3 wt. %
dotriacontane and 5000 rpm spin-coating speed in ambient,
perpendicular monolayer resembling fractal-like island was
formed46 as shown in Fig. 3. The height of perpendicular
layer after bombardment was measured as a function of exposure or bombarding time. (Note: other operating parameters
of bombardment were kept the same in this study so that the
different exposure times corresponded to different hydrogen
fluences.) The results of height measurement are shown
in Fig. 4. The height of the virgin C32 H66 monolayer was
estimated to be 4.56 ± 0.19 nm, consistent with that of an
all-trans conformation of the molecular monolayer ∼44 Å as
calibrated by high-resolution ellipsometry in literature.45, 50
Through the hydrogen bombardment, the monolayer height
decreases with the increase of exposure time as shown in
Fig. 4. At and after 600 s exposure time, the molecular layer
height becomes 2.58 ± 0.08 nm, only about 57% of the height
of the virgin layer. However, our XPS result on the same
sample shows that the estimated carbon concentration does
not change with the exposure time. This comparison between
AFM and XPS results suggest that the bombarded thin film
becomes cross-linked and forms denser molecular networks
as a result of cross-linked C–C bonds between molecular
chains. It was further noticed that thorough bombardment
(the exposure time larger than ∼600 s) brought less variation
in the height over the entire perpendicular layer. Nevertheless,
for exposure time less than 600 s, e.g., between 50 s and 400 s,
cross-linking was not fully saturated. As a result, the height
of the entire thin film was nonuniform.
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FIG. 3. Topographic images (top) and height (bottom) of C32 H66 perpendicular monolayer without bombardment (0 s) and after 700 s bombardment.

C. Roughness measurements and critical exposure
time

As shown in Fig. 4, 400 s might be the critical exposure
time that corresponds to the necessary hydrogen fluence required for thorough bombardment on the C32 H66 thin film. In
this bombardment process, a bundle of hydrogen molecules
are projected on the target. It is difficult to control the distribution of projectiles evenly on the sample surface and thus
the collisions between hydrogen and C–H bonds are random.
However, the effect of collisions could be quantitatively determined based on the roughness measurements through two
runs of experiments in our study. The referred roughness is
defined as51
Ra =

M N
1 
|z i j − z average |.
N M j=1 i=1

(1)

The roughness Ra measurements were carried on the perpendicularly oriented monolayers with a constant scan area
of 200 nm × 200 nm for all of samples.51 Tapping mode

was adopted as the characteristic means because it gently
tunes the tapping force exerted on the monolayer52 and owns
statistical advantages to provide more reliable results.53 As
shown in Fig. 5, virgin C32 H66 perpendicular monolayer has
a very smooth surface of Ra = 0.14 ± 0.02 nm, which is
very close to the roughness of the supporting silicon substrate,
∼0.1 nm (Ref. 54). We noticed that the roughness on the bombarded surface increases with the increasing exposure times;
and at ∼200 s, the roughness increased to a peak value at
Ra = 0.70 ± 0.04 nm. After further increase of the exposure time beyond 200 s, the roughness started to decrease
and eventually the surface becomes very smooth again with
a stable Ra ∼0.15 ± 0.01 nm after the exposure time of
>400 s.
The results shown above suggest that, first, the thoroughly bombarded alkane thin film can have the same
smoothness as the virgin film. Second, the exposure time
∼400 s specifies the sufficient ion fluence required for achieving thorough bombardment of the C32 H66 thin film. Finally,
at 200 s exposure time, the roughness reaches the maximum
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FIG. 4. AFM measurements show that the height of C32 H66 perpendicular
monolayer decreases as the exposure time increases.

value of ∼0.70 nm, nearly five times larger than the roughness
of the virgin surface. This corresponds to a case of partially
bombarded surface (also shown in Fig. 4) for which the degree of cross-linking varies most significantly over the entire
surface. This phenomenon can be further explained in such
a way: in our experiments, C32 H66 molecules initially stood
perpendicularly on the substrate with an all-trans length; for
a partial bombardment at the exposure time ∼200 s, some
molecules were cross-linked with each other and then bent
down but other intact molecules were still standing perpendicularly with its full length. As a result, the partial bombardment produced a rugged surface and the roughness was high.
Therefore, the roughness of the bombarded surface can be a
useful parameter that indicates the degree of the molecular
cross-linking due to the bombardment. The result of roughness measurement for the exposure time ∼200 s is also consistent with the result of height measurement as shown in Fig. 4,
where the standard deviation of the measured height is largest
corresponding to the maximum value of roughness herein.

FIG. 5. Roughness variance of C32 H66 perpendicular monolayer with respect to the exposure time (measured by AFM). The error bars represent the
standard deviations of roughness of surface of seven bombarded samples.

FIG. 6. Phase contrast imaging of tapping AFM mode distinguishes virgin
C32 H66 perpendicular layer (exposure time = 0 s) from parallel layer: the
bright region corresponds to C32 H66 perpendicular layer and the dark region
corresponds to the parallel layer.

D. Enhanced stiffness of alkane thin films by
bombardment

In AFM tapping mode, the phase shift can be approximately proportional to the reduced Young’s modulus of the
sample.55 With the tapping condition such that the setting
point is ∼60% of the freely vibrating amplitude,56 in the
phase image of Fig. 6, we can visibly distinguish the perpendicular layer (brighter region) from the parallel layer (darker
region). However, the phase shift in the tapping mode could
only be qualitatively associated with mechanical property
variations in the presence of viscoelasticity and/or adhesion
hysteresis.57 Tomayo and Garcia57 theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that the phase shift is not sensitive to
stiff materials of relatively large Young’s modulus (approximately when the Young’s modulus E > ∼1 GPa) even with
energy dissipation involved. At present, as shown in Fig. 6,
we only can qualitatively measure the Young’s modulus when
the Young’s modulus or the stiffness of both layers is smaller
than 2 GPa before bombardment. After 700 s bombardment as
shown in Fig. 7, such phase contrast can barely be differentiated. And both of these two types of layers had been stiffened
with their Young’s modulus > ∼1 GPa.
To quantify the enhanced stiffness of bombarded layers,
AFM HamoniXTM (Ref. 38) and force modulation39 modes
were applied to measure the Young’s moduli of both perpendicular and parallel layers.37–39, 58, 59 These two modes are
well complementary to each other. Although the force modulation mode can be used for measuring a large range of
Young’s modulus, it operates in contact mode and may damage soft samples of low stiffness. Its resolution is degraded at
a high scanning speed. Recently, HamoniXTM mode, which
works as torsional tapping mode using a T-shaped cantilever,
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TABLE III. Young’s modulus of C32 H66 thin films before and after
bombardment.
Parallel layer

Young’s modulus by
HarmoniXTM (GPa)
Young’s modulus by
force modulation (GPa)

Perpendicular layer

0s

700 s

0s

700 s

∼0.2

∼1.0

∼1.2

∼6.5

∼1.5

∼6.2

than 10 GPa.60 In this work, we are applying both of force
modulation and HarmoniXTM to measure the Young’s modulus of thin films.
HarmoniXTM mode38, 61 has been developed as an advanced tapping mode carrying the capability to quantitatively
obtain stiffness contrast on heterogeneous surface with high
lateral resolution. This mode resolves the tip–sample contact
in time domain through analyzing the difference at higher
harmonics on the broader fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum of tip–sample interaction, which carries rich information
about the mechanical property of the surface. We applied
HarmoniXTM to measure the Young’s moduli of virgin perpendicular layer, virgin parallel layer, and parallel layer after
700 s bombardment. As shown in Fig. 9, HarmoniXTM mode
can effectively distinguish these two differently oriented
layers by stiffness, the parallel layer of ∼0.2 GPa stiffness
softer than the perpendicular layer of ∼1.2 GPa stiffness.
After 700 s bombardment, the parallel layer was stiffened to
∼1.0 GPa and the perpendicular layer was stiffened to
∼6.5 GPa (Table III).
In AFM force modulation mode, the cantilever basis is
low frequency modulated while the tip is in contact with the
surface. A stiffer area on the surface deforms less than a softer
area and leads to a higher amplitude of cantilever deflection.
According to Hertzian theory of elastic-circular-point-contact
applied, the Young’s modulus of the sample can be correlated
with cantilever amplitudes as follows.39 The compression ratio is given as

FIG. 7. Topographic (top) and phase (bottom) images of C32 H66 monolayers after 700 s bombardment, where the phase image cannot effectively distinguish perpendicular layers from parallel layers because of the increased
Young’s moduli after hydrogen bombardment.

can measure a large dynamic range of mechanical properties
from 1 MPa to 10 GPa.60 It is a tapping mode and well suitable for measuring the parallel layers of low stiffness, much
lower than the perpendicular layers. In Fig. 8, to validate
HamoniXTM mode, we tested these representative materials:
LDPE ∼100 MPa, PS ∼2 GPa, polypropylene (PP) ∼1.2 GPa,
and mica ∼50 GPa. The measured results presented in Fig.
8 are ∼77 MPa, ∼1.9 GPa, ∼1.5 GPa, and ∼10.9 GPa, for
above materials, respectively. As to the measurement of mica,
HamoniXTM loses its accuracy for materials of stiffness larger

FIG. 8. Large dynamic range of nanomechanical measurements on several
reference samples by the HarmoniXTM mode: LDPE ∼100 MPa, PS ∼2 GPa,
PP ∼1.2 GPa and mica ∼50 GPa.
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FIG. 10. Amplitudes of the AFM cantilever in force modulation on virgin
C32 H66 perpendicular layer (dots) and perpendicular layer bombarded for
700 s (dashes) are 9.14 and 10.17 mV, respectively.

FIG. 9. Nanomechanical mapping of parallel and perpendicular layers of
virgin C32 H66 thin film in the HarmoniXTM mode. The upper figure shows
the contrast of stiffness over the entire surface; the lower figure shows the
Young’s modulus profile along a section line, where the Young’s modulus of
perpendicular layer is ∼1.2 GPa and that of parallel layer is ∼0.2 GPa.

ε=

zc
,
zf

rection with the scanning size of 3 μm are shown in Fig. 10.
The averaged amplitudes are 9.17, 10.17, and 10.48 mV for
perpendicular monolayer without bombardment, the perpendicular monolayer after 700 s bombardment, and SiO2 surface, respectively. Because the Young’s modulus of the SiO2
is known as ∼70 GPa, we can successfully obtain the constant
value for H E tip in Eq. (3). Continuously using Eq. (3), we can
easily calculate the Young’s moduli for perpendicular monolayer without bombardment and the perpendicular monolayer with 700 s bombardment to be ∼1.5 and ∼6.2 GPa,
respectively. The measured value for the virgin perpendicular monolayer (without bombardment) falls in the range as reported in literature58, 62 and is also in a good agreement with
the value measured by HarmoniXTM ∼1.2 GPa as shown in
Fig. 9. Through the proposed bombardment, stiffness of the
thin film (for both perpendicular and parallel layers) can be
enhanced up to five times as shown in Table III.

(2)

where z c is the excitation amplitude of the cantilever and z f
is the amplitude of the cantilever exerting force on a sample
with finite stiffness. Then, the Young’s modulus can finally be
determined by
ε
H E tip ,
(3)
E sample =
1−ε
where H is related to apparatus coefficient.39 The AFM force
modulation mode uses a separate piezoelectric actuator to
independently activate the probe (Veeco Application; Note:
force modulation imaging with atomic force microscopy).
The excitation amplitude of the cantilever measured on a rigid
sapphire (E ∼435 GPa) is 10.51 mV, which corresponds to
2.39 nm amplitude of the cantilever with calibrated sensitivity of 227.5 ± 2.0 nm/V. The diamond tip of calibrated
spring constant 0.23 N/m was modulated at the frequency
of 10.86 kHz and contact deflection with sample was set at
5.23 nN. Representative amplitude curves along the scan di-

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A surface modification method of molecular thin films
by hyperthermal hydrogen projectile bombardment technology has been implemented through selectively breaking
C–H bonds of hydrocarbon chains to make carbon radicals that lead to formation of C–C bonds between hydrocarbon chains. The chemical property of the thin film
was preserved in terms of the unchanged carbon concentration confirmed by XPS. Through studying morphological and mechanical properties of the thin films, the bombarded monolayers (the perpendicular layers) have been
proved to possess cross-linked molecular networks and
a smooth surface characterized by AFM. The mechanical strength of the thin films has been enhanced by five
times. We think a carbon-rich (e.g., amorphous) layer was
formed in the hydrogen bombardment process. The abovementioned advantages of this technique are very important
in improving tribological properties of modern miniaturized
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systems to extend their life cycles. Wherein the enhanced
stiffness has also been demonstrated on other polymeric systems such as polylactic acid films, the Young’s moduli of
which were prompted by ∼8 times through 30 min bombardment (unpublished), respectively.
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